a). **Circle the correct homophone to use in these sentences.**

1. I saw a big (be / bee) humming around the flower.
2. I have not (scene / seen) this show before.
3. I (eight / ate) boiled chicken for my lunch.
4. We won (our / hour) first cricket match.
5. Sam’s father is an (eye / I) specialist.

b. **Add a prefix to the words below to make new words.**

1. ___________national
2. ___________social
3. ___________man
4. ___________matic
5. ___________city

1. Sam walks 400m each way to his office. How many kilometres does he walk in 5 days?

   How many kilometres does he walk in 5 days?

2. **Solve the question below.**

   How much water is in the jug?

   Sara pours out 350ml of water. How much water is left in the jug?

   Show your working.

3. **Label the arrow**